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The information contained in this document (“Presentation”) has been prepared by Horizon Discovery Group plc (the “Company”). It has not been fully
verified and is subject to material updating, revision and further amendment. Any person who receives this Presentation should not rely or act upon it. This
Presentation should not be re-distributed, re-published, reproduced or disclosed by recipients, in whole or in part.

While the information contained herein has been prepared in good faith, neither the Company, Numis Securities Limited (“Numis") nor any of their respective
shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers give, have given or have authority to give, any representations or warranties (express or
implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any other
written or oral information made or to be made available to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as “Information”) and
liability therefore is expressly disclaimed. Accordingly, neither the Company, Numis nor any of their shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or
advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in
respect of, the accuracy or completeness of the Information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements or for
any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this Presentation.

This Presentation may contain forward-looking statements that involve substantial risks and uncertainties, and actual results and developments may differ
materially from those expressed or implied by these statements and past performance is no guarantee of future performance. These forward-looking
statements are statements regarding the Company's intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, among other things, the Company's results of
operations, financial condition, prospects, revenue generation, growth, strategies and the industry in which the Company operates. By their nature, forward-
looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future.
These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this Presentation and the Company does not undertake any obligation to publicly release any
revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this Presentation.

In no circumstances will the Company or Numis be responsible for any costs, losses or expenses incurred in connection with any appraisal or investigation of
the Company. In furnishing this Presentation, the Company does not undertake or agree to any obligation to provide the recipient with access to any
additional information or to update this Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in, or omissions from, this Presentation which may become apparent. This
Presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities and neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein
shall form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever. In particular, this Presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation to subscribe for or
purchase any securities in the United States. The securities of the Company have not been and will not be registered under the US Securities Act of 1933, as
amended (the “US Securities Act”) or the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States and may not be offered or sold in the United
States except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the US Securities Act and in accordance with
any applicable state securities laws. There will be no public offering of the securities of the Company in the United States.

Disclaimer
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The Cell Builders: Powering genomic research and personalised medicine

CCCATAGGGCAAAATTTTGGCCCAAATTTTGGCCCATAGGGCAAAA
TTTTGGCCCAAATTTTGGCCCATAGGGCAAAATTTTGGCCCAAATTT
TGGCCCATAGGGCAAAATTTTGGCCCAAATTTTGGCCCATAGGGCA
AAATTTTGGCCCAAATTTTGGCCCATAGGGCAAAATTTTGGCCCAAA
TTTTGGCCCATAGGGCAAAATTTTGGCCCAAATTTTGGCCCATAGGG

“I am a cancer 
patient”

“I am a cancer 
survivor”

We deploy a powerful 
and flexible gene editing 
platform to…

…to develop cell models 
that drive understanding            
of disease

…to create novel molecular, 
cellular and gene therapies

How we do itWhat we do

Strong business fundamentals
• c275 FTEs located in Cambridge, UK; Boston, Philadelphia and St Louis, USA; Vienna, Austria

• $175M raised since listing on London Stock Exchange (AIM; HZD.L) in March 2014

• Provide products, services and research programs to >1400 partners in over 50 countries

• Translational research base has driven several industry-leading paradigms
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Horizon is an acknowledged leader in gene editing

Horizon are ‘cell builders’, using rAAV, ZFN and CRISPR 
technologies, as appropriate to deliver the job at hand

- Patent filed on new cut 
and paste transposase 
gene editing method
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Flywheel commercial model serves multiple partners

>60% global top 50 pharma
• Custom model generation for clients
• Target ID and validation platform
• Customizable assay services (in vivo & in 

vitro) to aid our partners drug dicovery
• Ultra-HTS cell-based screening platform to 

ID the best combinations partners for novel 
agents

Therapeutic discovery
• Provision of services in risk-sharing alliances
• Generation of spin-outs and joint ventures to 

maximize the impact of Horizon’s platform
• Risk managed therapeutic development
• Foci include synthetic lethality, immuno-

oncology, and cell therapy

Gene editing core platform
• Deep platform, experience, application
• rAAV, ZFN, CRISPR, New Transposon
• Unlocks “Sequence to treatment” value

>23,000 Products
• Off-the shelf disease models (cell and 

animal) for researchers
• Cell factories for the production of 

biologicals
• MDx reference standards to ensure 

the right drug treats the right patient

PRODUCTS

SERVICES
RESEARCH
BIOTECH
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Oncology: State of play 1

Conventional cytotoxics remain the mainstay of therapy for many cancers

Molecular targeted agents have concentrated on RTKs (EGFR etc); responses are typically restricted to cancers 
with either amplification or activating mutations in the target gene

Cancer sequencing projects indicate that frequently-mutated targets adhering to this paradigm are now mined out
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Oncology: State of play 2

For some cancer patients immunotherapy has given 
long lasting responses

Responses to immunotherapy appear correlated with 
neo-antigen load

Responses in colon cancers treated with pembrolizumab are 
generally restricted to the MMR-deficient minority that have 
high mutation rates (and therefore neo-antigen load)

Cancer sequencing data indicates mutation rates vary 
dramatically: a large fraction of tumours may not have 
sufficient mutations to respond to immunotherapy

Potential neo-antigen threshold?
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Target ID in oncology: new frontiers

The cancer mutation landscape is dominated by mutations in 
hard to drug oncogenes (e.g. KRAS) and loss of function 
mutations in tumour suppressors.

How can we serve the unmet medical need for new therapies 
vs cancers from low-mutation rate histologies that are driven 
by “undruggable” oncogenes and tumour suppressor 
mutations?

High mutation rate cancers. 
Immunotherapy gives sustained  

responses in melanoma

Lower mutation rate cancers. Less suitable for IO 
therapies exploiting high frequency of mutations

IO
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Target ID in oncology: new frontiers

The cancer mutation landscape is dominated by mutations in 
hard to drug oncogenes (e.g. KRAS) and loss of function 
mutations in tumour suppressors.

How can we serve the unmet medical need for new therapies 
vs cancers from low-mutation rate histologies that are driven 
by “undruggable” oncogenes and tumour suppressor 
mutations?

Answer:

Synthetic lethality. Exploiting targets that become essential in 
the presence of a non-druggable cancer-driver gene

Exemplified by the PARP inhibitor, olaparib, for which AZ 
predict peak sales in excess of >$2 billion p.a. 

High mutation rate cancers. 
Immunotherapy gives sustained  

responses in melanoma

Lower mutation rate cancers. Less suitable for IO 
therapies exploiting high frequency of mutations

IO
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On Synthetic Lethality

Dhobzansky coined term in 1940s to describe non viability of 
Drosophila bearing certain combinations of otherwise tolerated 
mutations

Used extensively from 1990s by yeast geneticists to understand 
genetic networks

Proposed as a new route to oncology targets by Hartwell et al. in 
1997

Explosion in literature in last 10 years as functional genomics 
became accessible in cancer cells

Several putative synthetic lethal targets for cancers with various 
mutations published in prominent journals (e.g. STK33)

Considerable resources were applied to exploit these 
opportunities, but target validation was not achieved and few 
drugs other than olaparib have emerged

Why?
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Target ID: The problem with RNAi

Loss of function analysis using RNAi
is inexpensive and widely applicable

However

Shalem et al Science 2014

Problems with RNAi can result in false positives or negatives

Only partial KD

Incomplete knockdown

Lack of reproducibility

Off-target effects

Off-target effects of RNAi  
driven by seed sequence
shRNAs vs same target exhibit very 
poor correlation of effects on 
morphology; effects of shRNAs sharing 
a seed sequence are well correlated

Little correlation between screens

HIV Host Factors

König et al. Cell

213 genes

Zhou et al.
Cell Host Microbe

300 genes

Brass et al.
Science

273 genes
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The CRISPR-Cas9 Gene Editing Platform

CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats) takes advantage of the
nuclease activity of the Cas9 protein targeted to a precise genomic locus by a short guide
sequence (sgRNA)

Cas9 endonuclease
sgRNA

Target 
Genomic 
Locus

PAM siteTarget sequence

Site-specific dsDNA break

NHEJ and InDel editing

GENE KNOCKOUT

Anticipated to provide 
fewer off-target 

concerns than RNAi 

Robust phenotypes 
due to complete loss 

of gene function

Cas9 enacts knock-
out of target gene
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CRISPR-Cas9 Screens use sgRNA sequences as barcodes to ID selected genotypes

1. Select genes to target and design suitable 
sgRNA library

2. Optimise cell culture conditions and then 
transduce with pooled lentivirus library

3. Select transduced cells then apply assay 
conditions (e.g. +/- drug)

4. Isolate genomic DNA, amplify sgRNA from 
lentiviral insert then perform NGS

5. Track changes in sgRNA abundance between 
samples; aggregate data to identify selected 
genes

lentiviral expression cassette
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Genetic Interaction Screening in colon cancer

Our efforts have focussed on five frequent genotypes in colon cancer: APC; TP53; 
KRAS; PIK3CA, FBXW7

Colon cancer was selected due to:

• Horizon’s scientific heritage (founded by Vogelstein lab alumni)

• The most prevalent forms of colon cancer have modest neo-antigen load, so 
immunotherapies are unlikely to provide a solution for patients

• Mutation co-occurrence in colon has similarities with other histologies such as 
lung and breast

Gene Mutation 
frequency

APC 82%

TP53 59%

KRAS 45%

PIK3CA 17.6%

FBXW7 11.4%

SMAD4 9.8%

NRAS 8.8%

SMAD2 5.7%

ATM 5.7%

ARID1A 5.7%
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Genetic Interaction Screening in colon cancer

Our efforts have focussed on five frequent genotypes in colon cancer: APC; TP53; 
KRAS; PIK3CA, FBXW7

Our program has 3 components

• Arrayed siRNA screening of isogenic/non-isogenic cell line panels
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Genetic Interaction Screening in colon cancer

Our efforts have focussed on five frequent genotypes in colon cancer: APC; TP53; 
KRAS; PIK3CA, FBXW7

Our program has 3 components

• Arrayed siRNA screening of isogenic/non-isogenic cell line panels

• sgRNA library generation followed by pooled drop-out screening in colon 
cancer cell line panels to ID essential genes 
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Genetic Interaction Screening in colon cancer

Our efforts have focussed on five frequent genotypes in colon cancer: APC; TP53; 
KRAS; PIK3CA, FBXW7

Our program has 3 components

• Arrayed siRNA screening of isogenic/non-isogenic cell line panels

• sgRNA library generation followed by pooled drop-out screening in colon 
cancer cell line panels to ID essential genes 

• Target validation: confirming hits and understanding MOA
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Genetic Interaction Screening in colon cancer

Our efforts have focussed on five frequent genotypes in colon cancer: APC; TP53; 
KRAS; PIK3CA, FBXW7

Our program has 3 components

• Arrayed siRNA screening of isogenic/non-isogenic cell line panels

• sgRNA library generation followed by pooled drop-out screening in colon 
cancer cell line panels to ID essential genes 

• Target validation: confirming hits and understanding MOA

• Both the siRNA & sgRNA workflows used a similar subset library targeting 
2200-3000 genes

• Horizon has also performed sgRNA library screens with a panel of 
predominantly lung cell cancer cell lines
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siRNA results from non-isogenic panel was encouraging. This figure shows anonymised data for the targets that most closely 
fit the ideal of blockading growth of KRAS mutant lines (red) but not KRAS wild-type lines (blue);

Gene_1 is KRAS itself

Are synthetic lethal hits from siRNA screens verified by CRISPR?
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Are synthetic lethal hits from siRNA screens verified by CRISPR?

Generally no! Few siRNA hits were confirmed by CRISPR/Cas9: we only saw support for genes highlighted in green boxes.

Interestingly, for most siRNA SL hits we see no fitness defect in either genotype via CRISPR.

But for a minority if the siRNA-derived putative SL targets, wide-spread essentiality was observed.
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Bayes Factor Analysis

Hart’s analysis returns a BF for each sgRNA, which takes the 
log2FC change through the screen and returns the relative 
chances of the sgRNA being a member of the set of sgRNAs
targeting pre-defined essential genes vs. being a member of the 
set of sgRNAs targeting the pre-defined set of non-essential 
genes

Gene level log2BFs are recovered by adding the log2 of all the 
BFs defined above for the sgRNAs targeting the gene in question

For a high quality screen with the improved sgRNA library, 
results look as shown on the right

We typically use a log2BF of 3 to call a fitness phenotype

Non essential Core essential

BFs are quoted as log2 K. A BF of 3 indicates that the gene in question is 
8x more likely to be a fitness gene than it being not subject to selection 
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CRISPR screens find novel synthetic lethal targets

We have confirmed some known 
interactions: e.g. MDM2 is 
essential in TP53 wild-type 
cancers

TP53
mutants

TP53 mutant lines TP53 wild-type lines

MDM2 MDM2

TP53
wild-types

MDM2 MDM2

BFs are quoted as log2 K. A BF of 3 indicates that the gene in question is 8x more likely to be a fitness gene than it being not subject to selection 

MDM2

MDM2

Our CRISPR screens have been 
analysed by various methods 
including Hart’s Bayesian 
approaches  

Putative synthetic lethal hits have 
been identified in the FBXW7, 
PIK3CA, TP53 and KRAS genotypes

We have confirmed some known 
interactions: e.g. MDM2 is 
essential in TP53 wild-type 
cancers

GENE C2BBE1 DLD1 HT115 HT29 HT55 KM12 SNU1197 SNUC5 SW480 GP2D HCT116 RKO SNU407

MDM2 -14.9 -34.7 -8.5 -27.6 -4.4 -11.8 -14.1 0.7 -11.4 21.4 41.8 29.0 30.6

Phosphatase

CHEK1

STK33

Kinase R

GTPAse

Metabolic enzyme

Lysine demethylase

Rb binding partner

Kinase S

CUL3

Helicase H

Proteosome subunit

Kinase T

Lipid oxidase

Tripartite motif protein
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CRISPR screens find novel synthetic lethal targets

Some of our data may be relevant 
to the failure of first generation 
synthetic lethal targets.

CHEK1 (shown below) and STK33 
are essential in the great majority 
of cell lines tested. 

TP53 mutant lines TP53 wild-type lines

GENE C2BBE1 DLD1 HT115 HT29 HT55 KM12 SNU1197 SNUC5 SW480 GP2D HCT116 RKO SNU407

MDM2 -14.9 -34.7 -8.5 -27.6 -4.4 -11.8 -14.1 0.7 -11.4 21.4 41.8 29.0 30.6

Phosphatase

CHEK1

STK33

Kinase R

GTPAse

Metabolic enzyme

Lysine demethylase

Rb binding partner

Kinase S

CUL3

Helicase H

Proteosome subunit

Kinase T

Lipid oxidase

Tripartite motif protein
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CRISPR screens find novel synthetic lethal targets

We also find many novel 
potential SL relationships.

“Kinase R” is one of several novel 
& potentially tractable targets 
that may be selectively essential 
in TP53 mutant colon cancers

TP53 mutant lines TP53 wild-type lines

GENE C2BBE1 DLD1 HT115 HT29 HT55 KM12 SNU1197 SNUC5 SW480 GP2D HCT116 RKO SNU407

MDM2 -14.9 -34.7 -8.5 -27.6 -4.4 -11.8 -14.1 0.7 -11.4 21.4 41.8 29.0 30.6

Phosphatase

CHEK1

STK33

Kinase R

GTPAse

Metabolic enzyme

Lysine demethylase

Rb binding partner

Kinase S

CUL3

Helicase H

Proteosome subunit

Kinase T

Lipid oxidase

Tripartite motif protein
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CRISPR SL Hits from primary screens
Test SL relationships with tool compounds 

where appropriate molecules available

Secondary pooled screens targeting 
functional domains with high density 

sgRNA tiling

Generation & testing of conditional 
knockouts/knockins to confirm role for 

target in cancer function

Generation of animal models to validate 
SL relationships in vivo or examine 

potential for toxicity

Commence compound screening & drug 
discovery once confidence reaches 

threshold

Repositioning opportunities

Horizon’s Target Validation Capabilities
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CRISPR SL Hits from primary screens
Test SL relationships with tool compounds 

where appropriate molecules available

Secondary pooled screens targeting 
functional domains with high density 

sgRNA tiling

Generation & testing of conditional 
knockouts/knockins to confirm role for 

target in cancer function

Generation of animal models to validate 
SL relationships in vivo or examine 

potential for toxiity

Commence compound screening & drug 
discovery once confidence reaches 

threshold

Repositioning opportunities
• Horizon has >10 years experience 

of HTS in cell lines

• Our $20m combo screening 
partnership with Novartis 
involved establishing growth 
conditions for >400 cell lines

• Biomarker ID/patient 
stratification service offered to 
clients as OncoSignature

• Cell line collection overlaps with 
CCLE collection and is growth in 
same way

• Bio-informatics tools in place to 
ID gene or transcription 
signatures of response and 
resistance

Horizon’s Target Validation Capabilities
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CRISPR SL Hits from primary screens
Test SL relationships with tool compounds 

where appropriate molecules available

Secondary pooled screens targeting 
functional domains with high density 

sgRNA tiling

Generation & testing of conditional 
knockouts/knockins to confirm role for 

target in cancer function

Generation of animal models to validate 
SL relationships in vivo or examine 

potential for toxiity

Commence compound screening & drug 
discovery once confidence reaches 

threshold
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Amino acid cut position

• One issue with CRISPR technology is that a fraction of 
cuts are resolved as in frame edits/substitutions that may 
leave gene function intact

• However, Christopher Vakoc’s lab found that sgRNAs
targeted vs important functional domains where there 
was little tolerance for mutation were depleted far more 
effectively

• Horizon has used ultra-deep pooled CRISPR screens to 
validate its siRNA hits

• The putative SL hit on the right from an siRNA screen, 
proved essential in all cell lines tested. The blue guides 
target a coiled-coil region involved in complex formation

• This provides a high throughput way of validating hits

Horizon’s Target Validation Capabilities
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CRISPR SL Hits from primary screens
Test SL relationships with tool compounds 

where appropriate molecules available

Secondary pooled screens targeting 
functional domains with high density 

sgRNA tiling

Generation & testing of conditional 
knockouts/knockins to confirm role for 

target in cancer function

Generation of animal models to validate 
SL relationships in vivo or examine 

potential for toxiity

Commence compound screening & drug 
discovery once confidence reaches 

threshold

Repositioning opportunities

iCre induction in cKO/- line iCre induction in cKO/+line

• Horizon has the expertise to perform ambitious gene editing 
experiments, such as the one-step generation of conditional KO cell 
lines

• We can tag genes, make activity-dead mutations, assess the ability of a 
pool of mutant proteins to complement the phenotype of a knockout

• This can be coupled with extensive assay development experience 
relevant to understanding signal transduction and now also immuno-
oncology

Horizon’s Target Validation Capabilities
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Test SL relationships with tool compounds 
where appropriate molecules available

Commence compound screening & drug 
discovery once confidence reaches 

threshold

Repositioning opportunities

CRISPR SL Hits from primary screens

Secondary pooled screens targeting 
functional domains with high density 

sgRNA tiling

Generation & testing of conditional 
knockouts/knockins to confirm role for 

target in cancer function

Generation of animal models to validate 
SL relationships in vivo or examine 

potential for toxicity

• Through its St Louis/Boyertown In vivo Centre of Excellence (formerly SAGE 
labs) Horizon has the expertise to generate sophisticated animals models 
using gene editing and ES cell approaches

• SAGE achieved numerous firsts in establishing the technology:
• First KO Rat Science 2009 325(5939): 433
• 6-month KO Mouse Genetics 2010 186(2): 451-2 
• First KI Rat Nat Biotechnol 2011 29(1): 64-7
• First Conditional KO Rat Nat Methods 2013 10(7): 638-40

• Gene editing affords significant increases in speed for creation of mouse 
models over ES cell based approaches

• Horizon also offers in vivo oncology services with PDX models and has the 
capacity to also run xenografts of standard cancer cell lines

• Our St Louis facility therefore provides an in-house platform for in vivo target 
validation to de-risk drug discovery vs novel targets

Horizon’s Target Validation Capabilities
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The screens so far have just scratched the surface

Horizon has screened just 35 cell lines with its 2999 member library for survival phenotypes

There are untapped opportunities for discovery of targets that:

• Shut down the output of signal transduction pathways dysregulated in cancer & haematological malignancies using flow 
cytometry based readouts

• Overcome the innate resistance many cancers have to drugs such as PIK3CA inhibitors that have reached the clinic but not 
achieved registration

• Shut down expression of immuno-suppressive cytokines 

Furthermore, improved CRISPR technology will increase screen productivity

• Horizon has reported a lentiviral CRISPR-Cas9 system with a modified tracRNA region that increases the proportion of 
sgRNAs driving efficient target knock-out 
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